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Interface Electric Field Confinement Effect of High-Sensitivity Lateral
Ge/Si Avalanche Photodiodes

Wenzhou Wu, Zhi Liu, Jun Zheng, Yuhua Zuo, and Buwen Cheng�

Abstract: A novel lateral Ge=Si avalanche photodiode without a charge region is investigated herein using device

physical simulation. High field is provided by the band-gap barrier and build-in field at the Ge=Si interface in the

vertical direction. Modulating the Si mesa thickness (0 � 0:4 �m) and impurity concentration of the intrinsic Si

substrate (1�1016�4�1016 cm�3) strengthens the electric field confinement in the substrate region and provides a

high avalanche multiplication in the Si region. When the Si mesa thickness is 0:3 �m, and the impurity concentration

of the Si substrate is 2 � 1016 cm�3, the Lateral Avalanche PhotoDiode (LAPD) exhibits a peak gain of 246 under

1:55 �m incident light power of �22:2 dBm, which increases with decreasing light intensity.
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1 Introduction

The research interest on high-performance Avalanche

PhotoDiodes (APDs), which exhibit an internal carrier

multiplication mechanism caused by internal avalanche

gain[1–5], has been increasing with the development

of optical fiber communication. APDs must have

a very low noise and a high response to increase

sensitivity in low-light-level detection. The electron

impact ionization rate of Si is 100 times larger than

the hole impact ionization rate; hence, using Si as

the multiplication material can result in a higher gain

and a very low excess noise during detection[6, 7]. Ge

APDs based on a high-quality Ge epitaxy on Si can

easily detect the weak signals in the near-infrared wave

band, which includes the 1.55 �m wavelength used
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for fiber communication[4, 5, 8, 9]. Ge APDs are easy to

realize on a Si substrate because of the similarities in

the crystal structure of Ge and Si. Furthermore, Ge

APDs are compatible with conventional complementary

metal-oxide-semiconductor processing, which makes

optoelectronic monolithic integration easier to realize.

As shown in the work of Duan et al.[10], Ge/Si

APD structures can achieve gain above 40 after an

appropriate structure optimization using a 0.5 �m-thick

multiplication layer.

According to Abou El-Ela and Hamada[11],

the avalanche gain of semiconductor material

increases with the increase in the electric field in

the multiplication region. Moreover, the avalanche

multiplication process is significantly enhanced

when the electric field is larger than 130 kV/cm in

Ge and 330 kV/cm in Si. Thus, the electric field

confinement in Ge/Si APD is important in obtaining

high gain[11, 12]. A high electric field confinement

in Separate Absorption, Charge, and Multiplication

(SACM) APDs is modulated by the charge layer. When

an APD reaches its breakdown voltage, the electric field

in the avalanche region starts to decrease because of

the space charge effect, whereas that in the absorption

region keeps rising simultaneously, resulting in a sharp

decrease in the gain[13]. The decreasing electric field
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in the avalanche region in the SACM APD restricts

the possibility of a higher gain[8, 9]. Thus, a better

mechanism of field confinement in APDs is the key for

obtaining a higher gain.

This study theoretically analyzes a new structure for

a Lateral Avalanche PhotoDiode (LAPD) using a novel

electric confinement mechanism based on the device

physical simulation software of lumerical FDTD and

DEVICE solutions. As shown in Fig. 1, the LAPD

is different from a conventional LAPD in structure,

and no electrode is present in the Ge region[4, 14]. Our

structure also has a unique Si mesa in the Ge absorption

region to modulate the field distribution in the device.

The simulation shows a substantial improvement in the

avalanche gain using our LAPD compared with the

conventional SACM APDs of the same multiplication

length.

2 Parameter Settings

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the device analyzed in

this study. The substrate was a 0:3 �m-thick silicon-

on-insulator, and the intrinsic area of the Si substrate

was maintained at 7 � 10 �m2. The 2 � 10 �m2 highly

pC- and nC-doped Si regions were set on the left and

right sides of the substrate, respectively. The 0:5 �m-

thick Ge absorption region was set at the center top of

the Si substrate with an area of 6 � 10 �m2, leaving

two 0:5 �m-long intrinsic Si gaps on both sides of

the Ge mesa. We refer to the gap between the Ge

mesa and the pC-doped region as gap A, and the one

between the Ge mesa and the nC-doped region as gap

B. An epitaxial Ge usually appears to be a weak p-

type because of the defects in the epitaxy layer[15]. The

impurity concentrations of Ge and the highly doped

region were set as 5 � 1015 cm�3 and 1 � 1020 cm�3,

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional schematic of the lateral Ge/Si
APD without a charge region.

respectively. From the simulation, a built-in field was

formed by setting the impurity of the Si substrate as

an n-type at the Ge/Si interface, which enhanced the

electric field redistribution in Ge.

We simulated the structure with the substrate for

various impurity concentrations. The concentration

was varied from 4 � 1012 to 4 � 1016 cm�3, and the

corresponding square resistance varied from 1000 �

to 0:2 �[16]. In practical applications, the impurity

concentration of the device can be controlled through

the selection of a wafer with a suitable square

resistance. During the simulation, adding a Si mesa

under the Ge mesa produced a good electric field

modulation effect. The thickness of the Si mesa under

the Ge mesa was increased from 0 to 0:3 �m to analyze

the field modulation in the structure when the area of

the Si mesa was the same as that of the Ge mesa.

The Ge/Si interface was full of defects, which

can result in a carrier recombination through the

Ge/Si interface[17]. Moreover, a carrier recombination

occurred at the semiconductor/insulator interface

around the device because of the existence of

surface-dangling bonds on the semiconductor

surface[18]. We used the surface recombination velocity

mentioned in Yablonovitch et al.[19] to ensure that the

simulation closely mimics the real device. The surface

recombination velocities on the Ge/Si interface and the

semiconductor/insulator interface in the lateral region

of the LAPD were set as 1� 103 cm/s and 1� 107 cm/s

in the program, respectively.

3 Device Characteristics and Discussion

Figure 2 presents the I -V curve of the LAPD with

an impurity concentration of N D 2 � 1016 cm�3 and

a Si mesa thickness of T D 0 �m. The light current

in the region biased from 0 V to �22 V was only

20 nA because the device had a long intrinsic region

of 7 �m. As shown in Fig. 3, the electric field in gap

A at �23 V was high enough to trigger an avalanche

ionization. When the bias was lower than �22 V; the

intrinsic region did not punch through, and the photo-

generated carriers were blocked, resulting in a relatively

low photocurrent. When the bias was above the punch-

through voltage of �22 V, the holes generated by the

avalanche ionization drifted into the high-field region in

gap A. The gain of the device sharply rose and reached

a peak at �23 V. When the bias kept rising, the electric

field in the mid-intrinsic region increased, whereas
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Fig. 2 I-V and avalanche gain curves of the LAPD. Si mesa
thickness T = 0 ���m and substrate Si impurity concentration
N = 2���1016 cm–3 under –22.2 dBm light.

Fig. 3 Ex and Ey distribution in the substrate intrinsic
region at y = 0.28���m and �23 V.

that in gap A slowly decreased because of the space

charge effect. The device did not have a steep gain peak

because of the difference in the mechanism of the field

confinement from the SACM APD. The dark current at

�23 V was 5:93 �A, and the gain was 108 under an

incident light power of �22:2 dBm at 1:55 �m. For

comparison, we also analyzed a classic vertical SACM

APD structure under the same simulation condition.

The radius of the vertical SACM APD was 4:5 �m, and

the lengths of the absorption and multiplication regions

were 0:5 �m. The peak gain of the vertical SACM APD

was 69 under �22:2 dBm, and the dark current at the

peak gain voltage was 12:7 �A.

From the simulations, the novel LAPD structure

without a charge region for field isolation exhibited

a good gain and relatively low dark current. In other

words, the novel LAPD structure can achieve an electric

field isolation using the unique structure modulation

instead of a conventional charge region. The device also

had a good behavior of high gain in a wide voltage

range, and the dark current in the range remained

relatively low. The operating voltage point had a very

large range for the novel LAPD, and did not need

precise control unlike the classic SACM APDs[20].

Figure 3 shows the Ex and Ey distributions at the Si

substrate near the Ge mesa. Gap A in the substrate

remained at a high field at �23 V, and the fields in

both the mesa region and gap B were relatively low

compared with those in the high-field region. The peak

point of Ex emerged at x D �3 �m, where Ey reached

its maximum. The coincident peak of Ex and Ey at

x D �3 �m showed that the maximum of Ex at the

edge of gap A was triggered by the high Ey from the

Ge region to the substrate, and the Ge mesa edge and

base angle had an enormous influence on the electric

field confinement in gap A. Furthermore, the high Ey in

the range of gap A drove photo-generated holes in the

Ge region to the pC-doped region. The field in gap A

remained higher than 380 kV/cm, and the highest field

was 560 kV/cm, which was high enough to trigger the

avalanche ionization effect. Moreover, the field in gap

B remained lower than 60 kV/cm, indicating that the

avalanche gain was triggered in gap A.

We simulated the device without a mesa structure

and with a Si mesa taking the place of the Ge

mesa to identify the mechanism of the high-field

formation in gap A. The peak electric field in the

device without mesa emerged at the homo step-junction

between the intrinsic substrate and the high-doped

region, then linearly decreased toward another side that

was highly doped. The high-field location depended on

the impurity type of the substrate. In the structure with

the Si mesa, the high field was restricted to the gap

region with a sharp decrease at the edge of the Si mesa.

The location of the high field can be changed from gap

A to gap B by altering the type of impurity at Si from

n-type to p-type, which was not affected by the impurity

type in the intrinsic substrate.

In the comparison of the structure with and without

the Si mesa, the mesa region on top of the substrate

had an enormous influence on the field distribution in

the structure. Meanwhile, the high field in the structure

with the Si mesa was formed only on one side of

the gap region because of the p-i-n junction formed

between the Si mesa and the highly doped region in the

substrate. The carriers moving to the other highly doped
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region away from the high field drifted into the Si mesa

because of the p-i-n junction, which was the reason

behind the high-field confinement in the structure with

the Si mesa. In the case of the device with the Ge mesa,

the high field was limited in gap A, and the location

of the high field was not affected by the impurity type

in the Si substrate and the top Ge mesa. The result

indicated that the mechanism of triggering high field in

the structure with Si and Ge mesa was not the same.

This eliminated the possibility that the built-in field at

the p-i-n junction between the top mesa region and the

highly doped Si region triggers the high field in gap A

in the device with the Ge mesa.

We simulated the bandgap distribution at the Ge/Si

interface to further analyze the mechanism of the high

field in gap A. The analysis of the bandgaps in the

mesa region showed that a type-II hetero-junction was

located at the Ge/Si interface. As shown in Fig. 4a, the

hetero-junction structure has two different barriers on

electrons and holes, which has a significant influence on

the drifted carriers from the Ge mesa to the Si substrate.

When the carriers in Ge drifted to the substrate Si, the

holes had a larger barrier than the electrons. Figure 4c

shows the Ey and current density of the electrons and

the holes at x D 0 �m. The carrier distribution in the

mid region was affected by the build-in field formed

by the p-n junction at the Ge/Si interface because of

the relatively low field on the vertical direction caused

by the bias, which pointed from the n-Si substrate to

the p-Ge mesa. Under the effect of the build-in field at

the Ge/Si interface, the electrons generated and drifted

in mid region were driven to the substrate, and the

holes generated in the mid region were driven into

the mesa. The hole current density in the Ge mesa

was two orders of magnitude higher than the electron

current density, which showed a good separation of

carriers that drifted by the build-in field in Fig. 4c. As

shown in Fig. 3, the Ey in the mesa region along the

x direction was relatively uniform, except in the area

near gap A. When the holes in the mesa drifted to the

mesa edge near gap A by Ex in the Ge mesa, they

were blocked by the 0.7 eV barrier on the holes at the

Ge/Si hetero junction (Fig. 4b). When the bias was

smaller than �22 V, gap A became the main region to

bear the bias because of the block effect on the holes

at the mesa edge near gap A, forming a steep high-

field distribution in gap A. Ey at x D �3 �m and Ex

in the range of gap A enormously increased, and the

electric field distribution exhibited a steep decrease at

Fig. 4 (a) Bandgap graph at the Si/Ge interface (x = 0 ���m)
of the device at –23 V. Si substrate concentration N = 2 ���
1016 cm–3 and Si mesa thickness T = 0���m. (b) Bandgap
energy distribution at the Ge/Si interface near gap A
(x = –2.8���m) under different bias voltages. (c) Electron and
hole current density and Ey distribution from the Si substrate
to the Ge mesa at x = 0���m.

x D C3 �m. The potential distribution in gap A rose

with the increasing bias value, while the other areas in

the Si substrate and the Ge mesa retained a low potential

distribution, resulting in changing the bandgap bending
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in the Si bandgap at the Ge/Si interface and a stable

band energy level in the Ge mesa near gap A with

the increasing bias (Fig. 4b). Consequently, the photo-

generated holes drifting into the high field in gap A

triggered the avalanche ionization effect.

After the first electron-hole pairs were generated

by the impact of the photo-generated holes from the

Ge mesa, the electrons were accelerated in gap A

and caused a subsequent impact ionization effect. An

enormous gain was generated when the field in gap A

was high enough (Fig. 2). The electron flux in Fig. 4c

was three orders of magnitude larger than the hole flux

because the electron flux was formed by the electrons

generated both in the mid region and by the avalanche

impact ionization effect in gap A. As shown in Fig. 4b,

a barrier in the conduction band in the direction from

Si to Ge at the Ge/Si interface near gap A prevented

the electrons generated in gap A from drifting into the

Ge mesa by reverse bias. The shape of the bandgap at

x D �2:8 �m kept from changing with the increasing

reverse bias when the bias value was larger than –22 V.

Moreover, the potential distribution in the other region

in the Si substrate started to simultaneously increase,

resulting in a stable gain value in the bias range

from –23 V to –36 V. The field distribution in gap A

decreased when the bias was greater than –36 V because

of the space charge effect resulting in the decrease of

gain[13]. The value of Ex in the Ge mesa at –23 V

remained above 0.5 kV/cm. The relatively low electric

field in the x coordinate was caused by the 6 �m-

long intrinsic region, which increased the possibility

of a recombination of the photo-generated carriers. By

shortening the mesa region in the x coordinate to 2 �m

and keeping the gap region as 0:5 �m, Ex in the Ge

mesa in the bias of the peak increased to 1.1 kV/cm, and

the peak gain increased to 305. The electric field in the

mid region slowly increased when the bias was above

–23 V. In addition, the strength of the electric field in

gap A remained steady, which was the reason for the

long range of bias of the stable large gain.

Structures with different base angles and thicknesses

of the Ge mesa were simulated to further analyze the

effect of the Ge mesa shape on the device. The peak

gain of the device decreased from 120 to 108 when

the base angle of the Ge mesa changed from 26:5ı
to 90ı. Moreover, the electric field in gap A slowly

decreased. The base angle shape had a weak influence

on the device behavior. Ey in the top Ge mesa region

increased with the decrease in the Ge mesa thickness

from 1 �m to 0:5 �m. The peak gain simultaneously

increased from 63 to 108. The Ge mesa with a larger

thickness decreased Ey in the top region of the Ge

mesa and reduced the transport of the photo-generated

carriers in the mesa region because Ey in the mid region

near x D 0 �m was formed owing to the hetero junction

in the Ge/Si interface. The abovementioned analyses

indicated that steep and thin Ge mesa increased the

avalanche effect in the device.

The simulation showed that the modulation effect of

the Ge/Si interface on the electric field in the device can

be enhanced by changing the impurity concentration of

the substrate and adding the Si mesa in the structure.

We analyzed herein the structure using various substrate

impurity concentrations ranging from 4� 1012 cm�3 to

4 � 1016 cm�3. Figure 5a shows the gain change with

Fig. 5 (a) Peak gain of the device for various substrate
concentrations. (b) Electric field distribution in the Si
substrate at y = 0.28���m for various substrate concentrations.
The upper and lower insets are enlarged figures of the field
in gap A and in the center mesa region, respectively, at
y = 0.28���m.
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respect to the substrate concentration under �22:2 dBm

incident light. The gain of the device was below 5 when

the impurity concentration N was from 4 � 1012 cm�3

to 4 � 1014 cm�3. Although the high field in gap A

remained high enough, a relatively low build-in field

at the Ge/Si interface weakened the separation between

the electrons and the holes in the Ge mesa, resulting

in fewer photo-generated holes drifting in the high-

field region in gap A (lower inset of Fig. 5b). The gain

rapidly increased after N rose above 5 � 1015 cm�3

and reached a peak value of 108 at 2 � 1016 cm�3.

The built-in field at the Ge/Si interface when the

impurity concentration in the substrate was changed

was significantly varied and further influenced the

whole field distribution in the device. The strengthened

build-in field at the Ge/Si interface separated carriers in

the Ge mesa, and a larger amount of photo-generated

holes remained without recombination and drifted into

gap A by Ex in the Ge mesa. As seen in the upper

inset of Fig. 5b, the strengthened build-in field at the

Ge/Si interface and at the homo step-junction when

a higher concentration was applied to the substrate in

gap A simultaneously decreased the peak field at x D
�3 �m near the Ge mesa and increased the peak field

at x D �3:5 �m near the pC-doped region. The lowest

field value in gap A was larger than 350 kV/cm�3 when

the concentration reached 2 � 1016 cm�3. This value

was big enough to trigger a violent impact ionization in

the high-field region of gap A, and the high field at the

corner near the mesa region was evidently restrained.

The minimum fields in gap A started to decrease and

was below 300 when the concentration reached 4 �
1016 cm�3. The available avalanche length in gap A

was less than 0:5 �m, leading to a decrease in the

avalanche gain of the device (Fig. 5a).

The analysis of the field distribution in the devices

showed that the high-average build-in field at the

Ge/Si interface influenced the peak gain. The Si mesa

between the Ge mesa and the Si substrate was added

to achieve a stronger field confinement in the Ge

absorption region and push the upper Ge region away

from the Si substrate. The changes in the electric

field distribution in the Si substrate when the Si mesa

was added to the structure were similar to those in

the case obtained by varying the substrate impurity

concentration (Fig. 6a). The maximum electric field

value in gap A increased with the increase in the Si

mesa thickness. Moreover, a similar behavior was found

compared to the situation shown in Fig. 5b, in which the

Fig. 6 (a) Electric field distribution in the Si substrate
at y = 0.28���m for several Si mesa thicknesses. (b) Gain of
the device for several Si mesa thicknesses under various
incident light powers. A classic vertical SACM APD with
the same incident area, absorption, and multiplication length
is analyzed for comparison. The inset shows the change in
the gain of the device for various Si mesa thicknesses under
–22.2 dBm light.

field near the mesa edge evidently decreased. This was

caused by the rising distance between the Si substrate

and the Ge/Si interface. The high field in the center

region was still near the Ge/Si interface and slowly

rose with the increasing Si mesa thickness. However,

the field in the center region of the substrate decreased

because of the larger distance between the substrate

and the Ge/Si interface. The rising average field in Ge

can impose a more complete separation between the

photo-generated electrons and the holes, and drift them

toward the two electrodes. The maximum field values

in gap A and the Ge region for the Si mesa thickness

of 0:3 �m were 627 kV/cm and 56 kV/cm, respectively.

The avalanche impact ionization in gap A increased for
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the thicker Si mesa, and the avalanche breakdown in

Ge was completely limited. The electric confinement

was greatly strengthened by adding Si mesa in the

structure, surpassing its limit under various substrate

concentrations analyzed before. However, the electric

confinement was weakened for T > 0:3 �m, because of

the decoupled relationship between Ge mesa and gap A.

In Fig. 6b, the gain of the device for T D 0:3 �m shows

a large improvement of 2:3 compared with that without

Si mesa. The gain sharply increased under a lower

light power. For N D 2 � 1016 cm�3 and T D 0:3 �m,

values of 246 and 865 were reached under incident

light powers of –22.2 dBm and –52.2 dBm, respectively.

The gain and dark current were satisfied compared with

those of a classic vertical SACM APD of the same size

in the simulation (Fig. 6b).

4 Conclusion

We studied a new LAPD structure with a novel interface

electric confinement mechanism using a simulation.

The special bandgap and the build-in electric field

characteristics of the Ge/Si interface structure were

effective in separating the carriers in the mid region

of the device and further induced a high electric field

distribution in gap A. The electric field distribution

in the structure was well confined using the changed

thickness of the Si mesa and the changed impurity

concentration in the Si substrate. The whole Ge region

was depleted, and the high-field confinement in gap

A and the separation of carriers in the Ge mesa

were strengthened compared with the structure without

modulation. The peak gain of the LAPD reached

values of 246 and 865 under incident light powers

of –22.2 dBm and –52.2 dBm, respectively, when the

Si mesa thickness was T D 0:3 �m and the impurity

concentration in Si was N D 2 � 1016 cm�3. The

LAPD can be designed to have a large gain and a

low dark current through an appropriate modulation of

the substrate impurity concentration and the Si mesa

thickness. Compared to the SACM APD, the LAPD

structure proposed in this study reached a higher gain

for the same multiplication length and maintained a

high gain at relatively low dark current in a bias range

of over –10 V. The large gain value and the wide bias

range for multiplication make the proposed LAPD a

promising candidate for single photon detection and

long-distance photo-communication.
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